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1.Introduction 

in 1271 the article was published by Canadian scientists. 

KOiriair A. et al, 1991i, • with analysis of- total  allowable 

• catch . LAM estimates reljohkiJtv for maJor• zoMmercial  species 

in NAFO areas during Several. years. Conclusions, made by the 

allot  igoi'l'ormerl the fact,  that stosk estimates -  may vary • . 

cofisiderahly frOM year to year. Sdientiots•ot the wer0iig group 

utilizing new IKES methods, made the similar conclusions (Annum, 

This phenoWw,non may he sailed as estim,d.to HAva.t.ability and 

is typical to many methods of- virtual population analysis (YEA) 

tuoing, utilized in international -Fishery organicatjons•work. 

This problem should he studyed in detai les, as the 

commercial fishes. stock estimates instability may result in 

eli - anehuU des Ldions oh mans  • • •• 

Adaptive frameworf• 

The adaptive framework was chosen from numerous methods of 

YEA tuning tEidv .ar'is 5., twn) . The main • rma9..ons of this are 

following. Al. present the ant hod is in common use. It was 

utilized to assess stoci ,  of the major corimerTgial. fishes in the 

North-Wwat •Atjantis and :in work 6.f tIAFfl, ICCAT, OCAMLF% ' 

As compared to other methods of • EPA tuning, the adaptiv'e 

framework method has several advantages. r'irst, the method is 

based on the niec ccciAeriort of ddknown pa: .almtEn - s estimation. 

Swrond, the method permits to utilize the data of observations, 

obt.dtiled. from vet .  I ons sources. 

conf ne to the act4itit.'e framework: formulatior• 

assuming that the data of a commercial -spec tee observation .  

Ii i do t 	date on c•at.ch ago composition,  direct observations 

• ' :734, 'abemt6Jid'e•indisia based Rn1:1"tra411, accounting . surveys •i i  .• „  

and data on catch-per - effort by age groups. 

 

newuch case a tasi, is determined as following:  it 

nocesszrV to .eStimate abundance of the object researched by age 

groups, in the terminal: year: based on the 'folLowing'Orlterion: 
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where obs - values, observed: 
cab - -values calculated; 

ARV' A opue - weight factor 

RV . 
- abundance ndex based on trawl accounting surveys; 

ay 

Ople 
- catch per effo 

ay 
by ages; 

	

ak - the'olde 	g rup; 

yja  - terminal year. 

•The calculated values in the objective function 	are 

HA: 	xl by means of creatjng appropriate regression equat d 011E 

at the assumption of multiplicative pattern of error: 

RV RV 	RV 
Iav qa • Nav •t 

' opus_ nun N  VOW 

	

ay 	ay 
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where 	qa  an, qa 	- appropriate proport lona 1 y factors; 

RV 	0110L8 

	

t and t 	- random errors; 

N 	abundance estimate for a age group in y 
• ay 

year , based on WW. 

The First component of the objective function is a mean 

quadratic error of approximation of the data observed in trawl 

acr.:Mint inn our`, ny a and t he oocnnd 17 0 repOREI t rg a ft r 11 quadrat to • 

error of approximation of the catch rate data. Since the 

Jnitiai data Otvarious scale•the model requires- to include the 

rgi.ght factors fir each romponent of the HJjective Function. 

Thus, the adaptive framework task is to 'search 'values of 

• age groopS abundance in the last. fishing yea ..r which provides the 

(4) 

(5) 



S. Retrospective analysis 

The task of the model (  (5) stability is solved by means .  

of retrospective  analysis,  This  analysis  required  the 

 

• artificially created situationlyhen the model  is dynamically . 

.runned starting from a definite year and finishing with terminal 

.  • 

 

For ekamo.e there a.re data on. silver hake in the• Scotian 

area, utilized to estimate the stock: size in NAFO, starting from 

1977 till the current moment (Waldrop • D.J: et eel. , 1992, 

Gasiukov P.S.,1993). So the task of hake stock estimation may be 

solved based on restricted - data .from 1977 through 1905' and the 

same calculation method, utilized at present. Then the next 

calculation is carried out using the data, including 1906', 

:further -• 1907 arAiSr on till the last fishing year. Thus the 

ensemble of estimates is obtained, which determines the method 

behaviour at the final time period.. 

'During such dynaMicl running the estimates of the current 

terminal year are compared to estimates, - obtained by means of 

the total inThrmation• available. Floth thmee estimates have 

erricre, caused by random and regular errors of catch age 

composition assessment, average fish weight by ages, natural 

mortality and also by ttw effect of uneven fishery distribution 

within a year, riigrations and other factors (Ultang 0.,1977). At 

the same time the estimate for the current tflinal year 

conliairm random and regular .  errors caused by.  the method of ' ,IPA 

tuning. In the case of small errors those estimates may be 

considered as st,tt 1 frier wr r the estimates are of unstable 

pattern. 

Tables 1-4 and Figure 1 show the  results  of  the 

retrospecUj ye aralusis for data an hake,  startirr- from '1904' 

through L990, obtained at. X =1 and X  Total biomass, RV 	CpUe 
' biomass froM  . age of 2+, summed abundance from the age of 

and averi;ge weighted coefficient of fishing. mortality are 

presented. 

 

cults revealed th 
 

imstes for 

particulae years may considerably deviate fromthe estimates, 

ob  ned•orI  informatioh. FoP ' exaOple if the year of 191115  • 

erminaT one th:e Method avarilaHre should result in 

:bin  estimate of 413.0 . thooSand tops.. At the same time, the 

samri estimate, obtained by means of YEA, based  an  the 

inborm ,:tion hyh• 1U77-1972, will amounI to 2.fl.1  thcosaniL Cons. , 

: Similarly 'when the year of 1987is:used the as a terminal one 

the. total tUciaures estUmate will amount to 47,4 thousand ton=ic, and 

retrospective estimate based on data for 1977-1992 will be 197 

.thousand tons. It isevident, that total . biomass estimate may 

he• tote .1.•' -iriformat on , 

70%. 

arra-cat deviation  observed in  ttima.tes of  

biomass at age 52+, total abundance, average weighted  ent  

of fishing mortality. 



	

Taking in account the fact, that abundance and biomass 	- 

estimates For each terminal : year are Limed. as a base to. predict 

the prospect stock dynamics and to calculate TAG, it is 'evident, 

that unstable estiMates could result .  in writing management 

..t,ecgsions with seriouS consequences. 

• - 

	

	Thus 'a special feature of parameter assessment method, 

using the adaptive frawework, is a considerable variation of 

. those parameters at transfer From year to year. In other words 

-abundance estimates and Parameters do not correlate when a new 

' .hat.CM of inforMation is added alter the current, fishing year is 

'over. 

Methods to obtain stable estimates. 

The estimate instability revealed is common for the tasks,. 

"ill-poseU tasks". ihe term of "111 -POSed tasks" 

(Tikhonov A.N., Arsenin V.A.,1986) implies significant variation 

of the final result at some change of InitiaL information.. The 

idea 

 

of gil-posed task solving methods was used . as a base to 

improve the adaptive framework and to provide stable estimates. 

The task of functional (t) minimization, is .eguivalent to 

solving of a system of equations when each of them could be 

written as following: -  • 

RV 	 PA) 

 

in qa  + in Nay (N,N,,C) = in Lay  (6) 

in (ire+ in Nay (M,Na,C)= in I:re  (7) 

• The' term N (IAN ,C) shows that the N  estiMate„ obtaind by 
• ,  •  • ay 	• d 	 ay  
means of 'lEA, in a function of natural mortality M, actual . 

 catches by years mndages. C, unknown abundance estimates in a 

terminal. ynar and soveral other factors. That equation system 

could be. written in the form of operator equation: 	•' 

Az = u  (8) 
' where y - unknown values, 

u 7  vector of known right terms of the equation system.. 

' 	Its solut(on ( Z* ) is of the Form: 

z
*
= arg inf'p(lz,u) 
 

(9) 

where p - is a distance in' the vector space U,. 
inf - precise lower limit of Function p. At adaptive 

SS is an equi L'Ri cant of function p, vector of 

unknown abundance estimates Na is an equivalent of the vector y 

and )euarrthms of appropriate indLcm, rtre oquiv=“raTts, Pf -the 

.right -terms. of -  the equation system. 

This equation is difficult to solve as the operator A and 

right term vector U are not cdo.ctiy knoWn due • to occurence of 

some elements, contained obServation errors. 	esides, model 



relations assumed in 'VFA may not correspond to the actual 

processes. As a . result, approximated solution obtained in 

accordance to trad iti onalmethods (El) may significantly deviate 

from a precise solution. Such tasks are classified as ill-posed 

ones. 

To solve the latter, special methods have been developed, 

and one of them is based on the concept of regularization • 

algorithm (Tilhonov  Arse.nin V.O.,  1936).  The task of 

minimum searching (Fik is suiistituted by a new task, obtained by 

means of function p - replacement by smoothing functional by 

Tikhonov: 

Pa (z)  = P(Az,u) + a.Q(z) 	(ID) 

where a - so called regularization parameter, 

0 - additional functional, referred to as "stabilizer". 

The norm of vector in finite. dimensional space is an example of 

stabilizer. 

Such modification alters the task characteristics, and in 

defikiite condttions, related to selection of parameter a, the 

task modified has improved characteristics as compared to the 

initial one. In particular, A.N.Tikhonnv showed that the 

selection of regularization parameters sequence, agreed with the 

initial data errorcould be provided in such a way, and sequence 

za would approach precise solution of equation (8) at a • 0. 
Besides, the solution would obtain the stability required. 

The task of searching the minimum functional (1), discussed 

from  11:1] -it 	of  view  oF  tasks  solution 

(Morosov,ri.A.,liFf7), resulted in the similar expression  in •the 

form of functional by'Tikhonov. 

The Major problem in illipoCed tasks solution by means of 

regularization algorithm is the estimation of parameter a. The 

above mentioned result by Tikhonov is formulated in terms of 

sequence of Za  vaiiies at a - 0. That. law of a decreasing 

correspons to errors of observations simultaneously approach O. 

However in practical Casks solution no situation is created when 

r cro cm f obnerivat ions approueh 0.. T hcrsmlr Cr r S are of fixed 

value so regularizating parameter is to he Correlated to the 

formes values. 

Several metdhods are prepozed to make it. The generalized 

principle of deviation is the most widely practised  one 

(Tikhonov nrsenin V.F.1.09860 (Morosov V.A,1987). That 

Methodreguires an apniori estimation of accuracy both right 

terms of equation system and the operator. There are also 

approdimal methchis for regularization parameter in case -- -when 

reserchen obtaind inkomation on unknown Z values pattern. Thus 

the paper bv Tikhonov fl.N. et all199) .considers such methods 

providing coMpact isolation in the domain of Z definition ca - in 

such rases, when the unknown i Funcition is monotonic or convex 

one. In other words the task of regularization parameter 

est. I mat i iin in h i ::11 depends OD rie Infor mat i. 11 at= RC y 

may be approximately solved based on apriori data on unknown 

values behaviour For some seta" 



. Tie 	 ulation sequ e nce is as following: 
regulariation na mdter "a-O is 

r 

That method might be more simple as applied to the task of 

imatinn in the model of adaptiv framework. The 

3atter is based on the feature of'VEA estimates approaching the 

"true" values within a zone, which may be called the YEA 

vFrgerue interval. The lett r term implies a time interval, 

separated -  From a terminal year by a distarite, appropriate to 

exclude 'actually the effect of YEA tuning upon abundance 

ann .fishing mortality by age groups. 

We shall illustrate that idea taking Silver hake in Scotian 

aces an CO example and utilizing the approach firstly used by 

Butterworth D.S. et al (1990) :  Figure 2 shows plots of temporal 

trend in silver-  hake summed biomass, calculated by means of VFA 

method. at terminal - fishing mortality factors of actually 

.•unattainabje maximum and. minimum values. .It could be with 

reasonable confidence stated that fishing mortality ' rates. 

typical for that fishing Object, are within that interval of 

values. The values 10 an selected as these extreme 

values. 

As the results presented evidence, YEA ti.ining  effect is 

followed for no more than 3.-4 last years of fishery. When the 

difference between ' maximum and minimum values of terminal 

fishijb mortalkity are made comparable with the • scatter of 

fishing mortality estimates, obtained by means of YEA method 

withing convergence interval, then tuning effect will be already 

insignificant in two years. That esemple shows, that regardless 

of YEA tuning method, total biomass values could be apriori 

t.Cnsidered known within the convergence interval, and could be 

used to determinethe regularizacin parameter :  

Let us assume, that the unknown vector 2 is estimated by 

means oC minimization of smoothing functional by Tikhonov (10). 

Let. us solve that task For each point. of time momertsseguence 

rt ,t 	 t ,..:1], 	using 	a 	dynamical 	,approach, 

characteristic oI a retrospective analysis. besides, 	let us 

assume, that within the interval Et o ,tk l 	(analogue of YEA 

convergenceinterval),-estimated of certain function T(21 ) from 

unknown parameters z k  are known. Then 	we 	may 	 estimate 

. Segularization parameter for time moment. T of the term . of the 

test approximationfunction T(2k ) by means of analogue function 
of: argument 2k  in the interval ttco tk l, .edetained by means of 

extreme task (lot soLiigg Jn that intervl. IC T . (2k ) is the 
calc 

known value of fbnction T 	the point - tk , T 	(al ) is the 
. c6lculated 	lift function at 2k= erg 	pAy'in the 
'interval Ct o ,tki, then regularization parameter' is defined as 

(Ldtwing 	• 

a.'in arg mtrtif Tut • T calc (u )1
2 



(e) is solved in the interval 

ruknc: tion T to de t.r.”- mined at point. th . 
Fiattank (6! is solvoii in the 

esI imates, and only the 

fto' TI 

Et
0' 

t 1 	for a 
 ki 

5. " FriCr 	 eutenituUnt with ehtimete, 

obtained et 	 are 	repeated 	until 

if there Dre several points where 	T is known, 

112 
2 

amin-argmin t(Tlikyralc iu 	(12) 
k 	• 

'cry 

t„ 	Adaptive 	 framework 	definition, 

using 	regula r 	algorithm, 

The objective Function of the adaptive framework, taking in 

accodnt. stabilization, could be written as Fellowinen 

ss = XRV • SSRV E  X0 	SSopue+ 	Nae (13) 

4here N Is a toet element, 

1 u - a sign of' vector Na  norm, 

As is evniknit.  from 1151, apart. from trahritional adaptive 

approach !, an additional tern. oF stahilizifg functional appears 

in the objective function record, and the task of estimate 

unknown. N vaii...U:fl in the termini:at year Is tomplicated duh. to the 
a 

and to set 

the apparent characteristic. of thr objecstive 

Function (17) when the test element. value coInsides with the 

the 

ttabilieing functional becomes 0, and expression of the 

objective furdilon coinsides witfi (1)„ 

knit gh. ansmime„ that weight. factors are known, Dr the 

eidcwithm for their calculation is set. • Then, 	the calculation 

of (17), 	is 	as 

l int-i - i no : 

• The test element v o l Ue is assgmed O. 

2, gtock estimation is carried out by means of the adaptive 

approaoh at the ohjectiVe fgnction 117n. Therefore factor a = 0, 
which coinsindes with a ttnaditional version of the adaptive 

ore obtained for all y, 

Yi'Y2 Y1, - 3. Time interval Y is selected from VFA 

converdenhe 2ono ysEy r y21 together with appropriate biomass 

est.imatcs B ....
. 
B 
 V2  

ririb by means of the adaptive 



From the set of regularization parameter 	values, 
(f) ' mentioned in item 4, such (
min 

is selected, which prOvides. the 

minimum mean gua.dratic error h t ■meen biomass estimates, obtained 

step 2 for y E Y. and estimates, obtained by means of the  

adaptive approach (13); when years y ii  .... y2  are used as the 

. terminal one. 

6, The stock is estimated at a" 	 a b means of. the adaptive 
min 7  

alipproach,in the Eyo .yia l interval, vector 'of 'average long—term 

abUrntar.7.e :byag 	•ups Is calculated, which is used further .as 

test element 	• 

7; Steps 7S,4,5 are carried. out, usino a' new ''sample 

riont— 	..G..A new' value' of'a (2) 'is used for . the final VPA 
?kin • 

'or,:ng  by means of the adaptive approach It:). 

general, a cyclic repetition of item 7 of the algorithm 

should he continued until fulfilment of the 

criteriun. However', practical ca.l.ulations show that already 

after the second step the improvement is so insignificant that • 

subsequent Oalculations become unreasonable. 	• 

The question may arise on the r cgularization paraneter a 

Values, which results in the need to carry out the. calculations 

under item 4. That term of algorithm is more strictly written as 

following, 

, 	4. The regularization parameter a n1  value is determined, 
min 

which provides the minimum value of mean standard deviation 

between biomass estimates in years y 1 ,...y2!  obtained at step 2, 
and biomass estimates, obtained by means of the adaptive 

framework, when the years y l y2  are used as the terminal 

one. 

Mean while the a stimat.on of factors
EV 

and X
clone 

have riot 

boen mentioned.. Those values could he calculated - by means of one 

of the following methods: 1.If statistical characteristics 

of observation data are known aapr - i of i., the weight factors could 

be calculated by means of the method, proposed by D. Kimura. 

(1997). 

2. 11-urn comp) rated calculations are .fulf , 	he Weight 

Ca.ctors could be determined by means o-F 	moving check" 

procledUre (Gasipkov 

According to Shepherd J.S. (1792) 'the 'weight Factors 

could be thal.ermined by means of including estimate 's of .random 

component variance of (4) and (5) into, the prOcedure of 

calculations. 	,4. Weight factors could„ he determined as 

inverpA/IL:Ip of rcndom,comoonent. variance of (4) . . ..and. .*ID 	in 

the 	divergence 	earring '' out .a , • preliminary 

calculation over ttie entire information. 

th 	Cset 	beHcaiculated 	of 

tlar i.:at ion parameter 	 tination accord: g to the cr,i ter ion 

fermal convergence 

It Ehcmd hi: noted that the robust 

used. in any method 'of weight fetters ca. 

'observed or 'estimated.' 

procedur 

niat i. One 



hhun 	 !calmof VFA tuning pre! 	based on the 

principle of regularization algorithm by Tikhonov. Thus the 

regularization parameter is determined 	according 	to 	the 

criterion of minimum deviations of jve tiomass 

estimates From the estimetes, obtained by mee s of VPA in the 

interval of the convergence method. Note, that difference 

between ttnse estimates is a base to judge on their stability. 

Thus, the adaptive approach with a regularization is a 

two-step procedure of optimization where. the first step 

corresponds to the extreme task of adaptive framework solution 

at set values of the regularization parameter, and the second 

step corresponds to the extreme task solution for estimation of 

those parameters optimal values. In other words, the 

regularization parameter determination is carried out by means 

of estimating the objective Function minimum, and each oh iect ive 

function calculation is the silution of the adaptive framework 

extreme task, 

Retr p 	analysis utilizing method 

of stable estimates 

	

Calcutotions utili'zings the r equl a rr: it l'..i nr 	algorithm 	were 

carrked out on the same information on sliver hake, which was 

used in the retrospective analysis. 

The regularization parameter. 	is 	determined 	in 	VFA 

CO .n the itUuiTval 'the years 1981-1920. In 

addition the total hake biomass at age 2+, obtained by means of 

VPA method for-  1977-1992 is assumed to be known. 

	

' Estimaliion of we:L(0ft. Factors X ry  and 	wass carried out 

by 11)€.1)5 Of the method, sentiOnEd above at number lc A median of 

absolute values residues, multiplied by a constant, was used as 

the estimate of random values variance in (4) and (5)3 The 

parameteu - s Lq7N:0111 (after X set: tn 1) equal to: 

a= (9.0E-8) 2  

XRv=I ' °  

cpue
=1.16. 

The results of calculation of total bi. omass, hiomass at age 

total abundances and average weighted fishery mortality 

rates are presented in tables 5-0 and in the figure 7. 

Comparison with similar results, obtained by means of 

traditional algorithm, shows that the behaviour of curves 

signikEicantky alters.. Instee+1 of char ac the 

estimates weee obtained, In good agreement to the VPA 

retrospective estimates. Thus, biomass at age 2t deviates from 

the retrospective estimateonl in one case and approach 25 

th orn ,trios(19E36). On other r such devjatlon never exceeds 

20 thous. tons, which is less than 14% of the absolute value. 

Similar results are obtained for other abundance indices and 

parameters of the. hake population. That calculation shows, . that 

the adaptive kir.inrk in del Lion the regularizatipn 



4 10 7 	• 
• 

algorithm to solve ill-•-posed tasks provides stable 

when the regularizoti Oh parameter.  is estimated by the 

er being close to the retrospective est im4dd2s. 

estimates 

criterion 

Conclusion 

• • ad: least ho' some' commercial fish species the estimates , of 

stock abundanceand biomass, fishing mortality rte, obtained by 

meare oh • tile  adept i-vet. fr aositor k are clv-ac ter i zed by . nigh 

nstskSi. I ity. which .  afrisars ma 5 gni f car.t. up' In 1(KY71) 

deviations of va.10es by fishing years From the retrospective 

estimates, calc0Asted by means of VFA method for the entire time 

period. • • • 

• Tic stabilize stock estimates it. is suggested Co . atilize the 

methods of ill-posed task solution. Utilization of those methods 

i FJ carried out  assumption of known biomass 'values -For the 

Period, eccsal to •lnlA convergence interval. 

Such approach provides stable stock estimates. Average 

deviation of such estimates from the retrospective ones is less 

then I 11.3%., • 

Some problems are earth to be stu.died further,. 

1. For some objects of -Fishery, where estimates of observed 

data accurac./ are available, it is useful to .. obtain the 

regularization parameter value., using the q rne ral iced "principle 

of deviat ion". Some predictable difficulties are related to the 

problems of estimation of abundance indices' variance For trawl 

survaysnPU cstr 1: de& ccepne it" d n proper ti ohs var ience tIles i eked 

s ! 71":5 (Smcce/sCikh P. 5,, 5asidhoe . So the 

values, estimated 'in the model,. not a [ways a.gree to the 

est osited hosed on ohcer veci data, which leads to .abaence.  of 

re smfl.p: t vens 

 

ad] it i 6 r“ 

fhat protahm solution (e.g. hot" silver hake) could require 

hpetsd aria] ye i s,of 'theenti re informsti on eve i 1able at. new 

ten, sr in. i z i hp rohnst stat ist Cc,.  • 

2. fri sank ust teat inns, obti ned osi ng this r egu 1 ar i cation 

. algorithm's is to tie seriously Studied.. Theory of that bkoblem is 

deve I taped (0,:+ten S. „ 1902) , ,however' its p r act [cat 

4nri r it pmvIl. pens lobs. a • •Lcit. oft cis icul 02jons, dc4 is to he carried 

Cl t on e.:1 Nct 
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:Year  of  :  Terminal year 

:estimate :14 85 86 87 88 89 70 92: 

77 716 735 785 724 784 784 784 784 
78 8:7 308 806 806 105 305 905 205 
79 55 4  81 5 940 157 857 956 836 876 
30 1149 291 775 7 72 770 0 67 969 969 
IL '35 945 908 97e  896 1'3 87; 992 
22 1100 1116 1072 1045 1040 102 1057 1077 
35 2810 2199 1772 1562 15;6 1528 1528 1528 
34 2362 1819 1601 1460 1420 1414 1415 1415 
95 2717 2727 1764 1592 1515 1512 1513 
26 2047 1550 1289 1184 1172 1169 
87 797; 1900 1560 1544 1549 
88 1621 1251 1264 1271 
3° 1017 1066 1102 
50 15;7 1240 
91 

1121 
92  , 

89; 
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Table 6. Retrospective estimated of hake summer biomass 

by the adaptive approach laced on the regular:ration elsorithm 1131 

:Year  of •  

:estimate :  84 85 86 87 88 89 90 92: 

77 209 209 209 209 209 209 209 209 
78 177 172 171 171 171 171 171 171 
79 186 182 180 180 180 IGO 180 180 
80 194 187 186 185 184 184 184 124 
GI 162 158 155 154 153 153 153 153 
82 220 2:2 230 220 218 218 218 217 
83 232 248 254 241 236 235 235 255 
84 240 265 286 281 272 267 266 266 
BS 241 268 269 256 245 242 242 
86 240 251 251 252 250 250 
27 195 196 198 197 196 
88 177 181 181 180 
89 168 169 177 
90 157 176 
91 

180 
92 

151 

TabLe 7. Retrospective estimated Or hake summed hrveass at ape 2. 

Pe tie :deptice approach based on the recolorizstion algorithm !tr./ 

Year 
• 
Terminal year 

  

:estimate :  34 85 36 87 88 89 90 92: 

:32 132 182 192 182 132 192 197 
78 :41 141 141 141 141 141 141 140 
7 0  140 133 168 133 171 122 153 158 

80 159 153 151 151 151 151 151 151 

91 146 :41 ITa 077 126 176 136 126 
32 167  • 169 165 162 161 161 161 161 
GT 192 214 214 200 197 196 196 176 
84 201 215 224 211 205 205 204 204 

85 1 9 4 .221 223 213 206 205 205 
86 195 200 186 172 170 170 

87 160 165 169 167 167 
88 152 159 160 159 
29 147 045 144 
70 124 141 
21 144 

72 124 

Table 8.  RetrosOective estimates of silver  hake average 

weighted  fishery mortality rate,  by the adaptive approach based 

the regularization  algorithm  (13) 

on 

:Year at   Terminal  yea r 

:estimate 84 85 86 87 98 89 90 92: 

77 0.62 0.72 0.32 0.52 0.32 0.32 0.62 0.32 
78 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 
79 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.62 0.68 0.68 

80 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
81 0.40 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 
82 0.66 0.71 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 

83 0.29 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 

84 0.62 0.51 0.50 0.57 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 
25 0.66 0.62 0.71 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.77 
86 0.85 0.81 0.90 1.00 1.01 1.01 
87 0.49 0.58 0.70 0.74 0.75 
88 1.04 0.84 0.85 0.25 

89 1.19 1.26 1.28 
90 0.89 0.97 

91 1.05 
92 0.30 
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Figure 1. Results of the retrospective analysis of 

silver hake for 1984-1990 

Figure 2. Range of hake biomass estimates 
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Figure -:.. Results of the retrospective analysis of silver hake. 

obtained by means of the•regularization algorithm 
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